. whole nuclei with radius (R) and nuclear sections made randomly at distance (r)from the midsection. Accordingly, the radius (5) of any given nucleus in section of thickness (t) is given by (R2 r2)h'2. Given, two groups of nuclei with the same receptor content (RCP -1000) but with radii (R) of 10 and 20 arbitrary units, respectively.
The IOD of any section is obtained from the proportion of the nuclear volume represented by the section volume. The synthetic distributions modeled show IOD content of randomly scored nuclei for the two populations. Note that the relative position of IOD peaks is inversely proportional to the magnitude of (R), so that doubling (R) results in halving of the apparent receptor content measured in sections. (b) Estimation of nuclear estrogen receptor content of subpopulations.
When the IOD of individual nuclei in thin sections is determined randomly, the frequency distribution of (IOD x 5) is independent ofthe nuclear volume distnbution and reflects relative receptor content on a true ratio scale. Receptor MOD Figure 5 . Identification of breast tumor subpopulations differing in nuclear ER concentration.
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Data from patient d (Figure 3) were modeled by a least-squares de-convolution approach to derive component subpopulations.
(a) Transformed MOD receptor distribution.
(b) Discrete distributions were fitted to the major peaks (CV = 12%) revealing the presence of five subpopulations and permitting a determination of their mean ER concentrations and frequencies in the mixed population as follows: MOD = 2900, 4%; MOD = 4200, 11%; MOD 5750, 34%; MOD = 7900, 43%; and MOD = 1200, 8%. (C) A summation of the individual synthetic distributions was then obtained for comparison with the parent distribution.
The cumulative sum of the transformed MOD distribution (Figure 3a ) and the cumulative sum for the summation of modeled components (Figure 3c) were then compared using the Kolmogorov-Smimov Test. The absolute difference between the cumulative curves was determined for all abscissa values. The maximum difference provided a statisticfortesting the null hypothesis that the distributions are different. The hypothesis was disproved at the 99.9% confidence level, showing that the fit was excellent. Figure 6 . Human duct-cell breast carcinoma: pre-and post-treatment ER recaptor concentration patterns (one patient). (a) Initial MOD concentration distribution and (b) the pattern one year after surgery in recurrent tumor. Note the loss of ER-positive cells at higher concentration levels. Arrow indicates the peak of the background staining distribution (CV = 5%) defining ER detection.
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